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Updates to Request to Publish DSTU:
In accord with new guidance offered by the TSC, a request to publish shall be circulated to the Co-Chairs and International Council chairs. The information on the ‘request to publish’ form shall be modified to include the realm of the DSTU, links to the original project scope statement under whose approval the DSTU was balloted, and a link to the reconciliation package of that ballot. In addition, comments from the requestor as to the nature of remaining negative comments on the ballot should be provided.

The updated Request to Publish DSTU form is at http://www.hl7.org/permalink/?DSTUTemplate. The revised form is approved for immediate use. Until the October Working Group Meeting the old form may be used for existing requests, after which time the new form shall be required.

Approved Documents:
The TSC approved the following DSTU for publication:

Neonatal Care Report (NCR) Implementation Guide for CDA Release 2 by Structured Documents Work Group of the Structure and Semantic Design Steering Division (SSD SD) for 24 months. See the publication request at TSC Issue# 1551, or the project scope in the Project Insight Searchable Database at ID# 567. The implementation guide will support electronic reporting of an initial segment of the data elements in the Child Health Corporation of America (CHCA) Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) Core Data Set (CDS) from Neonatal Intensive Care providers to Children’s Hospitals Neonatal Consortium (CHNC).

Statistic of the Week
The statistics this week were provided for the slide show at the Working Group Meeting (in case you missed them while eating from the wonderful breakfast buffet!) available from http://www.hl7.org/Library/Committees/tsc/TSC%20slides2010May.pdf.

How to find TSC information
The TSC wiki site houses its minutes, process documents, templates, links to the ArB wiki and the TSC Issue Tracker, a list of current projects, and more. You can access the TSC wiki at: http://www.hl7.org/permalink/?TSCWiki. See the links below for instructions on how to view the list of projects and access the TSC Issue Tracker.

- TSC Tracker: link to http://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/tsc/tracker/?action=TrackerItemBrowse&tracker_id=313
- Project Insight Searchable Database: link to http://www.hl7.org/permalink/?searchableProjectIndex
• Project List on GForge: link to http://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/tsc/frs/?action=FrsReleaseBrowse&frs_package_id=98
• Project Insight: link to http://www.hl7.org/permalink/?ProjectInsight, (requires PMO-assigned log in credentials)